1. **Use “3 SHORT” lines for 3 **stated** attributes and “3 LONG” lines for 3 **inferred** attributes. You need a total of 6 attributes. Use your annotations, calendar, log, and resources. With the attribute state the **POV.** Color-code **stated** and **inferred.**
2. Select **THREE** of the adjectives from your bubble map that YOU feel best describes Charlie at this point in the story. **Justify** each selected adjective using a transition, citation of the progress report, and a relevant quote/example. Explain the significance of the quote proving the **POV** characterization - “**tell-more**”/ explain your quote.

**POV Miss Kinnian of Charlie** 1 stated & 1 inferred

**POV Dr. Strauss of Charlie** 1 stated & 1 inferred

**POV Dr. Nemur of Charlie** 1 stated & 1 inferred

This is evident when Charlie overhears him and records in Progress Report 3-march 7, “I didn’t get all the words, but it sounded like Dr. Strauss was on my side and like the other was one wasn’t.”

This obviously explains that Dr. Strauss recognizes the confidence Charlie has in himself in order to be successful. This further reinforces the doctors decision in selecting Charlie for the operation.

From Dr. Strauss’ point of view, he considers Charlie to be confident.